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Years Of Victory 1902 1812
These biographies of Canadians are arranged chronologically by date of death.
Entries in each volume are listed alphabetically, with bibliographies of source
material and an index to names.
This is a comprehensive study of the major changes in infantry tacticts from the
time of Frederick the Great to the beginning of what many see as the era of
modern war, in the 1860s. Ross lays social and political change side by side with
technical change. He argues that the French revolution, due to the fervour and
loyalty it inspired in its participants, led to huge citizen armies of devolved
command which were able to make use of new tactics that swept the poorly paid
and poorly treated professional armies of their enemies from the field. Shortly
after the Napoleonic wars other European countries experienced similar social
change and by the middle of the Nineteenth Century these massive conscript
armies were equipped with breech-loading rifles and more powerful artillery. The
battlefield of the late 1860's had become a place where close infantry formations
could not survive for long in the linear formations of the past.
Details the first major U.S. setback in the War of 1812 and analyzes the
background and aftermath of Hull’s surrender.
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A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 1789-1902The Fall
and Recapture of Detroit in the War of 1812In Defense of William HullWayne
State University Press
Shipping list no.: 2006-0299-P (v. 1) and 2006-0290-P (v. 2).
At last, in this absorbing and authoritative study, the story of the epic struggle on Spains
eastern front during the Peninsular War has been told. Often overlooked as not integral
to the Duke of Wellingtons main army and their campaigns in Portugal and western
Spain, they were, in point of fact, intrinsically linked. Nick Lipscombe, a leading
historian of the Napoleonic Wars and an expert on the fighting in the Iberian peninsula,
describes in graphic detail the battles fought by the French army of General Suchet
against the Spanish regulars and guerrillas and subsequently the Anglo-Sicilian force
sent by the British government to stabilize the region. Despite Suchet's initial successes
and repeated setbacks for the allied armies, by late 1813 the east coast of Spain held a
key to Wellington's invasion of France and the ultimate defeat of Napoleon's armies in
the Peninsula. At a tactical level the allies were undeniably successful and made an
important contribution to the eventual French defeat.
Whether or not the United States "won" the war of 1812, two engagements that
occurred toward the end of the conflict had an enormous influence on the development
of American identity: the successful defenses of the cities of Baltimore and New
Orleans. Both engagements bolstered national confidence and spoke to the élan of
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citizen soldiers and their militia officers. The Battle of New Orleans—perhaps because it
punctuated the war, lent itself to frontier mythology, and involved the larger-than-life
figure of Andrew Jackson—became especially important in popular memory. In Glorious
Victory, leading War of 1812 scholar Donald R. Hickey recounts the New Orleans
campaign and Jackson’s key role in the battle. Drawing on a lifetime of research,
Hickey tells the story of America’s "forgotten conflict." He explains why the fragile
young republic chose to challenge Great Britain, then a global power with a formidable
navy. He also recounts the early campaigns of the war—William Hull’s ignominious
surrender at Detroit in 1812; Oliver H. Perry’s remarkable victory on Lake Erie; and the
demoralizing British raids in the Chesapeake that culminated in the burning of
Washington. Tracing Jackson’s emergence as a leader in Tennessee and his
extraordinary success as a military commander in the field, Hickey finds in Jackson a
bundle of contradictions: an enemy of privilege who belonged to Tennessee’s ruling
elite, a slaveholder who welcomed free blacks into his army, an Indian-hater who
adopted a native orphan, and a general who lectured his superiors and sometimes
ignored their orders while simultaneously demanding unquestioning obedience from his
men. Aimed at students and the general public, Glorious Victory will reward readers
with a clear understanding of Andrew Jackson’s role in the War of 1812 and his iconic
place in the postwar era.
This book, originally published in 1978, argues that there was no ‘turning-point’ in
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Bonaparte’s career, but rather a consistent pattern from beginning to end. As a
commander Bonaparte’s forte was speed and aggressiveness. As a planner, however
he was slapdash: his armies starved and went barefoot. The author argues that far from
being a master of concentration of force on the battlefield, he was again and again
caught with his army dispersed and only rescued from disaster by the last-minute
arrival of reinforcements.
Contents: 1. 1889-1893.--2. 1894-1898.--3. 1899-1903.
Relatively little attention has been paid to American military history between 1783 and
1812—arguably the most formative years of the United States. This encyclopedia fills the
void in existing literature and provides greater understanding of how the nation evolved
during this era. • Offers comprehensive, accessible, in-depth information and analyses
in a format that lends itself to quick and easy use for readers from the high school level
to senior scholars researching the field • Provides in-depth coverage of the Tripolitan
War, key weapons, major battles, and Native Americans and Native American tribes
More than fifty specialists have contributed to this new edition of volume 4 of The
Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature. The design of the original work has
established itself so firmly as a workable solution to the immense problems of analysis,
articulation and coordination that it has been retained in all its essentials for the new
edition. The task of the new contributors has been to revise and integrate the lists of
1940 and 1957, to add materials of the following decade, to correct and refine the
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bibliographical details already available, and to re-shape the whole according to a new
series of conventions devised to give greater clarity and consistency to the entries.
Covers important figures, laws, territories, and battles connected with the War of 1812.
Every day millions of Canadians go out to work. They labour in factories, offices,
restaurants, and retail stores, on ships, and deep in mines. And every day millions of
other Canadians, mostly women, begin work in their homes, performing the many tasks
that ensure the well-being of their families and ultimately, the reproduction of the paid
labour force. Yet, for all its undoubted importance, there has been remarkably little
systematic research into the past and present dynamics of the world of work in Canada.
Fearing an American invasion of Upper Canada, John Graves Simcoe had Fort York
built in 1793 as an emergency defensive measure. That act became the first step in the
founding of modern Toronto. Twenty years later, the Fort was the scene of the bloody
Battle of York in which the famous American explorer, Zebulon Pike, died leading U.S.
forces against the Fort’s outnumbered Canadian, British and Aboriginal defenders. The
Americans won this battle – their first major victory in the War of 1812 – and torched the
province’s public buildings during a six-day occupation. A year later, British forces
retaliated by capturing Washington and burning its government buildings, including the
White House. Rebuilt in time to drive off another American attack in 1814, Fort York
was maintained through the 1880s to guard against internal unrest and potential
American annexation. Even after its defences became obsolete, Fort York continued to
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serve as barracks and training grounds for the Toronto garrison until the 1930s, when it
reopened as a historic site museum. In this book, Carl Benn explores the dramatic roles
Fort York played in the frontier war of the 1790s, the birth of Toronto, the War of 1812,
the Rebellion of 1837 and the defence of Canada during the American Civil War, and
describes how Toronto’s most important heritage site came to be preserved as a
tangible link to Canada’s turbulent military past.
Although the American Revolution ended in 1783, tensions between the United States
and Britain over disruptions to American trade, the impressment of American merchant
sailors by British ships, and British support of Native American resistance to American
expansion erupted in another military conflict nearly three decades later. Scarcely
remembered in England today, the War of 1812 stood as a veritable "second war of
independence" to the victorious Americans and ushered in an extended period of
peaceful relations and trade between the United States and Britain. This major
reference work offers a comprehensive day-by-day chronology of the War of 1812,
including its slow build-up and aftermath, and provides detailed biographies of the
generals who made their marks.
In Napoleon and the Operational Art of War, the leading scholars of Napoleonic military
history provide the most authoritative analysis of Napoleon’s battlefield success and
ultimate failure in a work that features the very best of campaign military history.

Examining the naval and land campaign in strategic, political, and military terms,
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from planning to execution to outcome, The Battle of Lake Champlain offers the
most thorough account written of this pivotal moment in American history.
From the Publisher: This latest edition of an official U.S. Government military
history classic provides an authoritative historical survey of the organization and
accomplishments of the United States Army. This scholarly yet readable book is
designed to inculcate an awareness of our nation's military past and to
demonstrate that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in
leadership development. It is also an essential addition to any personal military
history library.
In From Flintlock to Rifle, Professor Ross traces the development of infantry
tactics from the mid-eighteenth century, when infantry fought in rigid linear
formations, until the second half of the nineteenth century, by which time
infantrymen with rifled weapons were learning to advance in open order and use
aimed fire. The author demonstrates that this transition in tactics involved social
and technological change as well as military innovation. Old Regime armies,
recruited from a narrow social base and armed with slow-firing, short-range,
inaccurate weapons, relied upon harsh discipline and formalized evolutions to
attain tactical proficiency. When the French Royal Army collapsed it was replaced
with a mass citizen army. This contained elements of the old tactical system but
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placed a new emphasis on mobility, flexibility, and individual initiative. Napoleon's
rivals either imitated aspects of the French system or sought to copy the spirit of
the new tactics, engineering social reforms from above and creating their own
citizen armies. After 1815, generals and politicians continued to develop tactical
doctrines that embodied the lessons of the Napoleonic wars. Industrialization had
a swift impact on weapons technology and firearms improved in range, accuracy,
and rate of fire. As a result, military men had to modify their drill and battle tactics
to cope with increased firepower. A process initiated by the French Revolution
was thus accelerated by the Industrial Revolution.
The victory at Trafalgar marked the beginning of nine years of expansion and
domination by the Royal Navy right across the globe. This book charts the events
of those years, including the Battle of San Domingo in 1806, the attack on
Copenhagen in 1807 and the capture of the French base on Mauritius in 1810.
Also covered is the Navy's crucial support of Wellington's army in the Peninsula
War. Thematic sections of the book feature the skills of the seaman and the lives
of prisoners of war. The prints and drawings collection of the National Maritime
Museum is the source for the 300 contemporary illustrations.
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